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De-Snaring Report for November, 2013

Ithumba/Ndovu Team 

Participants
KiperusManien

MutukuStephen

GithaeEdwin

LedonyoRais

LekeelePilias

LekochereHenry

Areas Patrolled
Tundani

Tiva

Mathae

Lesilau Dam

Kimweli

Kasaala fencline

Kanziku Freeline

Kalovoto

Imenti

Arrests

0 Arrest(s) this month
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De-Snaring Report for November, 2013

Ithumba/Ndovu Team 

No. Carcasses Species Cause of Death Means of Death Carcass Age

Wildlife Carcasses - Number, Species, Cause of Death

Kudu Lesser1 Poached Snared Fresh (less than 3 weeks)



De-Snaring Report for November, 2013

Ithumba/Ndovu Team 

Snares Collected

Snare Type Snare Size Snare Description No. Confiscated

Thin Wire ClusterSmall 56

Medium Wire LineMedium 6

Medium Wire ClusterMedium 15

77Total Snares Collected:



De-Snaring Report for November, 2013

Ithumba/Ndovu Team 

Monthly Summary

Ndovu team was off duty for the first two weeks of the month but resumed patrols on the 15th of November. In 
general, this month saw relatively few signs of illegal activity as the planting season had begun, which relieved some 
pressure on the Park. The team did recover snares in a few locations and also participated in the successful search 
for two milk-dependent orphan elephants that went missing from the Ithumba stockades.
 
Mathae
 In Mathae, Ndovu team found and confiscated 20 small-sized snares and 17 medium-sized. They also discovered a 
kudu carcass that had been snared and never collected. Perhaps it had been caught in an old, abandoned snare.
 
Kimweli
 Often a high traffic area as it lies along the fence line, the team did find a herd of 10 cattle near Kimweli that had to 
be driven back into community land. Moving along the fence toward Kasala, 26 small snares and 4 medium snares 
were lifted.
 
Tundani
 This area has been particularly transformed by recent rains and is unrecognisable compared to a month ago. As a 
result, large groups of elephant and buffalo were spotted, as well as abundant sign of their presence. No evidence of 
illegal activity was spotted, however.
 
Lesilau dam
 No illegal activity.
 
Kalivoto/imenti dam
 No illegal activity.
 
Kasala fence towards Tiva River
 Ten small snares were lifted that appeared to have been set recently. Unfortunately, any footprints that may have 
been left had been washed away by rain so it was difficult to determine which direction the poachers had gone.
 Participated in search for elephants
 Mid-month, Ithumba stockade keepers called for assistance to locate two orphans that had been recently relocated 
to Tsavo. They had settled in well on the first day, but on the second day they left the stockade with a group of ex-
orphans and did not return that night.  Their tracks were followed several kilometres from the camp but could not be 
followed beyond sunset. Unfortunately it rained during the night and the tracks were washed away completely.
 The following day a search was mounted, as both orphans were still milk-dependent and unable to survive for long 
on their own.  With support from a stand-in pilot, a group of young elephants were spotted that were suspected to be 
ex-orphans. Similar to the previous day, the tracks were picked up and followed until dark after which another 
rainstorm washed them away.
 The next morning another group of young elephants, suspected to be ex-orphans were spotted and photographed by 
the pilot. Ithumba keepers approached them on foot and confirmed that they were ex-orphans but they were not 



De-Snaring Report for November, 2013

Ithumba/Ndovu Team 

No. Patrol DaysPatrol Team KWS Ranger Name

KWS Ranger Participation

14Wilson, GitongaIthumba/Ndovu

1Wilson, GitauIthumba/Ndovu

5Sammy, AkamaisIthumba/Ndovu

10, EmnyatIthumba/Ndovu

30Total Man Days of KWS Participation:



 

 
 

 

Monthly Synopsis 

Ndovu (Ithumba) 

  

Ndovu team was off duty for the first two weeks of the month but resumed patrols on the 15
th

 of 

November. In general, this month saw relatively few signs of illegal activity as the planting season had 

begun, which relieved some pressure on the Park. The team did recover snares in a few locations and 

also participated in the successful search for two milk-dependent orphan elephants that went missing 

from the Ithumba stockades. 

  

Mathae 

 In Mathae, Ndovu team found and confiscated 20 small-sized snares and 17 medium-sized. They also 

discovered a kudu carcass that had been snared and never collected. Perhaps it had been caught in an 

old, abandoned snare. 

  

Kimweli 

 Often a high traffic area as it lies along the fence line, the team did find a herd of 10 cattle near Kimweli 

that had to be driven back into community land. Moving along the fence toward Kasala, 26 small snares 

and 4 medium snares were lifted. 

  

Tundani 

 This area has been particularly transformed by recent rains and is unrecognizable compared to a month 

ago. As a result, large groups of elephant and buffalo were spotted, as well as abundant sign of their 

presence. No evidence of illegal activity was spotted, however. 

  

Lesilau dam 

 No illegal activity. 

  

Kalivoto/Imenti dam 

 No illegal activity. 

  

Kasala fence towards Tiva River 

 Ten small snares were lifted that appeared to have been set recently. Unfortunately, any footprints that 

may have been left had been washed away by rain so it was difficult to determine which direction the 

poachers had gone. 

  

Participated in search for elephants 

 Mid-month, Ithumba stockade keepers called for assistance to locate two orphans that had been 

recently relocated to Tsavo. They had settled in well on the first day, but on the second day they left the 

stockade with a group of ex-orphans and did not return that night.  Their tracks were followed several 



kilometers from the camp but could not be followed beyond sunset. Unfortunately it rained during the 

night and the tracks were washed away completely. 

  

The following day a search was mounted, as both orphans were still milk-dependent and unable to 

survive for long on their own.  With support from a stand-in pilot, a group of young elephants were 

spotted that were suspected to be ex-orphans. Similar to the previous day, the tracks were picked up 

and followed until dark after which another rainstorm washed them away. 

  

The next morning another group of young elephants, suspected to be ex-orphans were spotted and 

photographed by the pilot. Ithumba keepers approached them on foot and confirmed that they were ex-

orphans but they were not accompanied by either of the youngsters so the search resumed. Three sets 

of footprints were found relatively close to the stockades that looked as though they might belong to 

our missing orphans but were only followed for a short distance before being lost. 

  

On the final day, now desperate to find them before they died, Nyati and Ndovu teams as well as a 

group of keepers with a vehicle split up and started searching along roads and around every water point 

in the area trying to find any sign of the orphans. Finally, in the afternoon, the footprints of a group of 

young elephants were found having crossed a road near the fence line to the park nearly 10 kilometers 

from the stockades. The pilot began searching the area and almost immediately spotted the group 

around 3 kilometers from the point where they crossed the road. GPS coordinates were received over 

the radio and Nyati team, along with Ndovu team and the keepers fanned out and started running 

towards the elephants. Night was fast approaching, as was a heavy rainstorm. Unfortunately, the 

coordinates brought the men to a location about 100 meters away from the elephants at which time the 

storm had reached them and the pilot was no longer able to offer aerial support. Circling at the edge of 

the storm, the pilot gave directions over the radio as best as possible, no longer able to see the men or 

the elephants and after about ten minutes the elephants were found and escorted another seven 

kilometers back to the stockades where they arrived shortly before sunset. 
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Ithumba/Ndovu Team Illegal Activities And Carcass Map November  2013
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Ithumba/Ndovu Team November 2013 Desnaring Report Photographs 
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Lifting small snares at Kimweli area Found and fed lost orphans. 

Cheater sighted at Mathae area. Cattle grazing in the park. 


